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Abstract
The creation of an appropriate thin film is important for the development of novel sensing

surfaces, which will ultimately enhance the properties and output of high-performance sen-

sors. In this study, we have fabricated and characterized zinc oxide (ZnO) thin films on sili-

con substrates, which were hybridized with gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) to obtain ZnO-Aux
(x = 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 nm) hybrid structures with different thicknesses. Nanoscale imag-

ing by field emission scanning electron microscopy revealed increasing film uniformity and

coverage with the Au deposition thickness. Transmission electron microscopy analysis indi-

cated that the AuNPs exhibit an increasing average diameter (5–10 nm). The face center

cubic Au were found to co-exist with wurtzite ZnO nanostructure. Atomic force microscopy

observations revealed that as the Au content increased, the overall crystallite size

increased, which was supported by X-ray diffraction measurements. The structural charac-

terizations indicated that the Au on the ZnO crystal lattice exists without any impurities in a

preferred orientation (002). When the ZnO thickness increased from 10 to 40 nm, transmit-

tance and an optical bandgap value decreased. Interestingly, with 50 nm thickness, the

band gap value was increased, which might be due to the Burstein-Moss effect. Photolumi-

nescence studies revealed that the overall structural defect (green emission) improved

significantly as the Au deposition increased. The impedance measurements shows a

decreasing value of impedance arc with increasing Au thicknesses (0 to 40 nm). In contrast,

the 50 nm AuNP impedance arc shows an increased value compared to lower sputtering

thicknesses, which indicated the presence of larger sized AuNPs that form a continuous

film, and its ohmic characteristics changed to rectifying characteristics. This improved

hybrid thin film (ZnO/Au) is suitable for a wide range of sensing applications.
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Introduction
Recent advances in interdisciplinary research have provided insight into the detection of bio-
molecules and increased their potential applications as biomarkers [1,2]. Current states with
the established facilities in the forefront of nanotechnology allow for the generation of multiple
functionalized and miniature biosensors for continuous bioanalyte recognition [3–9]. A suit-
able substrate that supports the receptor in a biosensor determines the success and high perfor-
mance of the biosensor. The substrate or thin film on the sensing surface is determined based
on its suitability for the desired sensor. Different types of metal oxides have been proposed as
substrates because they facilitate the redox reaction upon interaction with molecules, which is a
strategy that is employed to improve the conductivity of a given sensor [10–15]. Several studies
have demonstrated the suitability of zinc oxide (ZnO) as a substrate for biosensing applications
[16–19]. Recently, Haarindraprasad et al. reported the advantages of ZnO as a good transducer
for sensing applications [20].

ZnO is a well-known semiconductor material due to its large exciton-binding energy (60
meV). The interest in the use of ZnO is fueled by its use in electro-optical devices due to its
direct, wide band gap. In addition, as a potential material for optoelectronic applications, ZnO
has a fairly broad range of advantages due to its high electron mobility and suitability for sim-
ple fabrication of nanostructures, which potentially results in lower cost ZnO based devices.
ZnO nanostructures, such as nanorods, nanowires and nanoflowers, may be suitable materials
for integration with various sophisticated devices [21,22]. At extreme pHs, ZnO becomes a
convenient material to interface with chemical and biological compounds and facilitate surface
functionalization due to its biocompatibility and bio-affinity properties [19,20]. In addition to
the previously mentioned properties of ZnO, additional factors make it preferable to other
band-gap materials.

Novel ZnO nanostructures coupled with metal nanoparticles could improve the optical and
electronic properties of the hybrid material. In addition, metal nanoparticles may improve the
performance of hybrid nanostructures and enhance the band-edge emission at the expense of
defect emission [23]. In this context, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) appear to be the best counter-
part for ZnO thin films because the AuNPs exhibit a higher electron affinity behavior and the
highest Schottky barrier compared with that of other noble metals. In addition, Au comple-
ments ZnO in constructing nanocomposites because of its resistance to surface oxidation and
because it is both catalytically active and optically sensitive [24–26]. Therefore, embedding
AuNPs onto ZnO nanostructures enable a convenient, direct and selective binding process for
biomolecules. Further, the presence of the defect emission from the ZnO nanostructure cata-
lyzes the excitation activity of the surface plasmon of AuNPs where the defect emission and
surface plasmon absorption are interconnected. The electron recombination in the valence
band of the ZnO matrix is made possible due to the transfer of surface plasmon from the con-
duction band (CB) to the valence band (VB). Due to these appealing characteristics and their
suitable optical properties, ZnO/Au has attracted much attention over the years [27,28]. In gen-
eral, all of the reported Au doped ZnO thin film experiments employed different methods to
deposit Au on the ZnO, which was fabricated by using various approaches. Films as thin as 5 to
900 nm and Au sizes varying from 2–10 nm have been reported. Furthermore, the photolumi-
nescence spectra indicated that AuNP deposition can reduce the surface defects of a substrate
[29–33].

This study provides novel insight into the ZnO/Au hybrid structure for the mass production
for potential use as a biomaterial based on a complete and comprehensive characterization.
This imposes a strict condition on the growth method as well as on the final hybrid material
properties that is affordable to the general populace. Herein, we report a solution strategy for
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integrating AuNPs onto a ZnO thin film with varying thicknesses. Further, the structural, opti-
cal and electrical properties of the nanohybrid were investigated to determine the satisfactory
Au sizes for hybridization on ZnO. In addition, we describe a simple spin coating technique for
depositing ZnO with a focus on the thickness, grain size, defects and electron bonding state. A
comprehensive characterization of the effects of the thickness and grain size on the optical and
electrical behavior has been performed.

Experiment Details

Materials and Reagents
A ZnO seed solution sol-gel was prepared using zinc acetate dihydrate [Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O]
(98%; Sigma Aldrich) in ethanol (EtOH; 99.99%; J.T. Baker). Monoethanolamine (MEA; 99%;
Merck) was used as a stabilizer. Hydrochloric acid (HCl; 37%; J.T. Baker), aqueous ammonia
(NH4OH; 30%; J.T. Baker), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2; 30%; J.T. Baker) and deionized water
were used to prepare the standard cleaning 1 (RCA1) and standard cleaning 2 (RCA2) solu-
tions. A buffered oxide etchant (BOE; 6:1; J.T. Baker), negative photoresist (NR7-6000PY;
Futurrex) and resist developer (RD6; Futurrex) were used for photolithography. The growth
solution was prepared by mixing equal concentrations (25 mM) of zinc nitrate hexahydrate
(99%; Sigma Aldrich) and hexamethylenetetramine (99%; Merck) in Deionized (DI) water.

Fabrication of interdigitated electrodes (IDEs)
A p-type silicon wafer was cleaned using RCA1, RCA2 and BOE to remove organic and inor-
ganic contaminants as well as the native oxide layer on the wafer surface [34,35]. Next, the sili-
con wafer was rinsed and cleaned with deionized water. An approximately 200 nm thick SiO2

layer was produced on the clean wafer surface using a wet oxidation furnace. Using a conven-
tional lithography process, an IDE device that was 7mm x 5mm in size patterned using nega-
tive resists (NR7-6000PY) on the SiO2/Si substrate. A thermal evaporator (Auto 306 thermal
evaporator; Edwards High Vacuum International, Wilmington, MA, USA) was used to deposit
a Titanium/Au (500/3000 Å) layer on the SiO2/Si substrate and patterned via a lift-off process
[36]. Eventually, the negative photoresist sacrificial layer that formed was removed using ace-
tone. In this study, IDE with 16 fingers was fabricated, where the width and length of each fin-
ger was 0.1 and 3.9 mm, respectively, and the spacing between the two adjacent fingers was 0.1
mm. The fabricated IDE are shown in Fig 1.

Preparation of ZnO thin films (ZnO-TFs)
ZnO-TFs were prepared using a spin coating technique as follows: 8.78 g of Zn
(CH3COO)2.2H2O were dissolved in 200 ml of ethanol (ZnO seed solution sol-gel). The con-
centration of ZnO was maintained at 0.2 M. Then, the mixed solution was vigorously stirred
with a magnetic stirrer at 60°C for 30 min. The stabilizer (MEA) was added drop-wise to the
ZnO solution with constant stirring for 2 h. Finally, the transparent and homogenous solution
was stored for aging at room temperature. The aged ZnO sol-gel was deposited on the IDE
device using a spin coating technique at a speed of 3000 rpm for 20 s. The deposition process of
the seed layer was repeated 3 times to produce a thicker ZnO thin film. For each deposition
process, the coated ZnO thin films were dried at 150°C for 20 min to remove the organic resid-
uals that might exist on the ZnO thin films. Then, the coated ZnO thin films were annealed in
a furnace under ambient air at 300°C for 2 h to yield highly crystallized ZnO.
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Preparation of Au sputtered ZnO nanocomposites
The ZnO thin film (ZnO-TF) was prepared using a spin coating technique and sputtering with
Au to prepare the Au sputtered ZnO nanocomposites. To form the Au sputtered ZnO nano-
composites, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 nm Au wetting layers were physically deposited by a Sputter
coater (EMS550X) with Au target and rotating stage. The detailed experimental conditions are
as follows: electric current was maintained at 25 mA, for 2–8 min and the vacuum was main-
tained at 10−2 mbar. Under these conditions, we obtained Au sputtered ZnO thin films nano-
composites with various thicknesses.

Microscopic nanoimaging
The morphology and structural properties of the Au sputtered ZnO nanocomposites samples
were investigated using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM; Carl Zeiss AG
ULTRA55, Gemini). In addition, nanoscale imaging was employed using transmission electron

Fig 1. Au interdigitated electrode (IDE) for electrical measurement fabricated via simple and economical lithography route. Fabricated IDE array
was coated with ZnO thin film, which was further sputtered with different thicknesses of Au.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144964.g001
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microscopy (TEM) where small fraction/scraps of specimens were taken for this analysis.
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images and selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) patterns of the Au sputtered ZnO nanocomposites were recorded (PHIL-
IPS, CM-200 TWIN) with an incident energy of 200 keV.

Structural analysis
X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker D8, Bruker AXS, Inc., Madison, WI, USA) with Cu Kα radia-
tion (λ = 1.54 Ǻ), Bragg-Brentano configuration with 2 decimal places angular accuracy goni-
ometer was employed to study the crystallization and structural properties of the Au sputtered
ZnO nanocomposites. The XRD pattern was recorded in the range of 30° to 60° and operating
at a voltage of 40 kV and a current of 40 mA. The X-ray spectra peak analysis was performed
using Diffraction plus 2003 version of the Eva 9.0 rev.0 software. The material composition,
immobilization and hybridization were analyzed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) (Omicron Dar400, Omicron, Germany). The chamber pressure was maintained at
2.4 e−10 Torr throughout the measurement. The obtained peaks were de-convoluted using the
casaXPS software.

Optical measurements
A UV-visible-near infrared spectrophotometer from PerkinElmer was used to study the optical
properties of the Au sputtered ZnO thin film at room temperature. In addition, the optical and
luminescence properties of the Au sputtered ZnO thin film were studied using photolumines-
cence (PL, Horiba Fluorolog-3, HORIBA Jobin Yvon Inc., USA). The PL spectra of the sample
were recorded at different angles and positions to ensure that the result was not influenced by
the heterogeneity of the sample.

Impedance spectroscopy
The electrical measurements for the impedance spectroscopy analysis measurements were per-
formed with a Novocontrol alpha high-frequency analyzer (Hundsangen, Germany). The
impedance spectra of the real and imaginary parts of the impedance (i.e., Zs’ and Zs”, respec-
tively) were obtained by sweeping the frequency from 1 to 100 MHz with an applied AC ampli-
tude of 1 V RMS. All of the measurements were performed at room temperature. In addition,
the electrical measurements of the current to voltage (I-V) were recorded using a Kiethley 6487
Picoammeter.

Results and Discussion
Optimization of the ZnO thin film substrate is essential for tuning or altering the defect emis-
sion of tailored optoelectronic applications. The optimized ZnO, which has superior optical
properties, can be employed for biomolecular recognition. Current results indicate that surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) is a potential route for controlling the band emission of ZnO nano-
structures. In addition, a ZnO host matrix with incorporated Au exhibits improved perfor-
mance, such as high adsorption, superior electro-catalytic activity for direct electrochemistry
and promising biocompatibility. ZnO possesses two main peaks that are centered in the UV
(~380 nm) and visible regions (500–700 nm). The manifested emission in the UV region
occurs via recombination of free excitons. The emission in the visible region corresponds to
internal defects, such as oxygen vacancy, zinc vacancy and both oxygen and zinc interstitials.
By taking advantage of these basic characteristics, the current study analyzes the ZnO-Au
hybrid based on different optical studies and microscopic observations. We also have made an
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approach to develop an optimized various Au sputtered ZnO film as the critical sensing mem-
brane which greatly determines the sensing performance on Interdigitated Electrode (IDE)
sensor, with two electrode (IDE) detection schemes with simple current detection. The novelty
of our work is in investigating the correlation between the thicknesses of Au sputtered on the
ZnO thin film with its impedance sensing capacity. With the obtained results, an optimized
ZnO-Au hybrid thin film is proposed for sensing and other potential applications.

Morphological features of Au-sputtered ZnO thin film
Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) observations. The morphologi-

cal features of the as-synthesized ZnO thin film nanostructures sputtered with AuNPs were
examined by FESEM and TEM. The results are shown in Fig 2A–2F to illustrate the morpho-
logical features of the ZnO thin film obtained before and after deposition of various thicknesses
(10–50 nm) of sputtered Au. The FESEM images were visualized with different brightness and
contrast due to the presence of the ZnO thin film layer that coated the surface (3 layer coating).
A magnified FESEM image is shown in Fig 2A, and this image indicates that the surface of the
synthesized ZnO thin films consist of highly crystalline grains with hexagonal nanoparticles.
The agglomerates on the observed ZnO thin film prior to Au sputtering has an average diame-
ter of 15 nm over the entire substrate surface, and these agglomerates are compact with a high
density. The FESEM images (Fig 2B–2F) confirmed that Au sputtering on the ZnO thin films
improved the size of the ZnO nanoparticle as the Au thickness increased. Moreover, the
AuNPs changed the hexagonal morphology of the ZnO particle on the surface of the sample to
irregularly shaped grains. As the sputtering thickness increased from 40 to 50 nm, the Au-sput-
tered ZnO thin film surface formed a continuous film due to the accumulation of AuNPs
throughout the surface. Agglomerations of AuNPs were observed as the Au thickness
increased, demonstrating their homogeneity.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations. The structural morphology of
the Au-sputtered ZnO thin film composites was further examined using TEM. The low magni-
fication of TEM of the small fraction/scraps of specimens in Fig 3A and 3C for 40 and 50 nm
Au sputtered ZnO provided visualization of both spherical and dumbbell AuNPs structures
with dark contrast, and these structures are relatively well deposited onto the highly crystalline
surface of the ZnO thin films [37,38]. The AuNPs have a mean diameter of 15–19 nm, with 5
to 39 nm min-max at a sputtered thickness of 40 nm compared to a mean diameter of 20–29
nm, with 5 to 49 nmmin-max at a sputtered thickness of 50 nm, respectively (Fig 3B and 3D).
AuNPs were seen to be attached on the ZnO thin film structures surfaces; while agglomerating
themselves lead to the variation in the mean diameter. The high-resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HRTEM) image of the region shown in Fig 3C is shown in Fig 3E. This
image indicates that the average diameter of the AuNPs deposited on the ZnO thin films is
approximately 10 nm and the AuNPs are dispersed homogenously on the surface of film. In
Fig 3E, the observed interplanar lattice fringes of the Au sputtered ZnO thin film owing to the
interplanar lattice spacing of 0.24 nm and 0.28 nm corresponding to the spacing for Au (111)
crystal planes (FCC) and ZnO (100) planes (Wurtzite), respectively [39–41]. Fig 3F shows the
corresponding SAED pattern of the Au-sputtered ZnO thin film, which indicates the presence
of a highly crystalline ZnO wurtzite structure and the crystallographic plane of face center
cubic AuNPs [42,43]. The SAED patterns further suggested that face center cubic Au were co-
exist with wurtzite ZnO nanostructure.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) observations. The detailed morphology and surface
roughness of the Au-sputtered ZnO thin film were examined by AFM. The AFMmeasure-
ments were recorded from three different positions with a scanned area of 1.5 x 1.5 μm.
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Fig 4A–4F show the two-dimensional AFM image obtained for the nanometer scaled ZnO thin
film with different thicknesses (0–50 nm) of Au. The results indicate that various thicknesses

Fig 2. Morphological observation of ZnO thin films sputtered with different thicknesses of Au.Geometrical grain shape analysis and size inspection
were conducted to observe the effect of the sputtered thickness of Au. FESEM images of ZnO thin films sputtered with different thicknesses of Au: (a) 0 nm,
(b) 10 nm, (c) 20 nm (d) 30 nm, (e) 40 nm and (f) 50 nm.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144964.g002
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Fig 3. TEM images of the ZnO/Au hybrid. (a) Typical TEMmicrograph of 40 nm Au sputtered ZnO. (b) The histogram of 40 nm Au sputtered ZnO showing
the particle size distribution. (c) Typical TEMmicrograph of 50 nm Au sputtered ZnO. (b) The histogram of 50 nm Au sputtered ZnO showing the particle size
distribution. (e) High-resolution TEM image showing the lattice fringes of ZnO and Au. (f) Selected area electron diffraction pattern. ZnO nanowire exhibits a
hexagonal spot pattern corresponding to the (100) and (002) planes, and the crystallographic plane of the AuNPs was indexed to (111), corresponding to a
hybrid structured Au sputtered ZnO nanocomposite thin film.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144964.g003
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of Au in the preparation of the Au-sputtered ZnO thin film strongly affect the morphological
properties of the ZnO thin film. The AFMmicrograph (Fig 4A) displayed a uniform distribu-
tion of a granular ZnO grain structure which is consistent with a high-quality ZnO thin film
nanostructure with a pin-hole free, smooth and crack-free surface [44,45]. The surface of the
films consisted of many granular particles with regular sizes, and the particle/crystallite size
increased as the sputtering thickness increased. Fig 5A–5F shows 3D images of bare ZnO and
Au sputtered ZnO thin film sample that underwent various Au sputtering thicknesses. When
the Au sputtering on ZnO thin films substrate increased from 10 to 50 nm, the overall thick-
nesses of the thin film were also increased. Fig 5A–5F also shows when Au sputtering on ZnO
thin film was increased, the overall surface roughness increased. The grain sizes of the Au-sput-
tered ZnO nano thin film are listed in Table 1. The grain size increased as the Au-sputtered
thickness increased. Therefore, an increase in the Au content on the film surface due to sputter-
ing increased the overall crystallite size, which was confirmed by the XRD analysis. The RMS
surface roughness values of these films are 8.4, 15.1, 21.9, 24.0, 32.3 and 37.3 nm [46,47]. An
increase in the RMS surface roughness value was observed upon Au sputtering due to the
increment in the grain size. As the grain size increased, the surface of the thin film formed
island-shaped structures that led to a rougher surface [46,48]. The formation of a large island
structure may be due to the sputtered AuNPs, which coalescence with the bipolar ZnO thin

Fig 4. Surface analysis of Au sputtered ZnO. The surface uniformity and roughness were investigated by AFM. 2D AFM images of the ZnO thin films
sputtered with different thicknesses of Au: (a) 0 nm, (b) 10 nm, (c) 20 nm (d) 30 nm, (e) 40 nm and (f) 50 nm.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144964.g004
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Fig 5. Thickness measurements of Au sputtered ZnO thin films with different thicknesses of sputtering. 3D AFM image of Au sputtered ZnO surface
sputtered with different thicknesses of Au: (a) 0 nm, (b) 10 nm, (c) 20 nm (d) 30 nm, (e) 40 nm and (f) 50 nm.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144964.g005

Table 1. Summary of crystallite sizes estimated from the broadening of X-ray diffraction peaks, AFM grain size and RMS value. Optical band gap
and calculated refractive indices of Au-sputtered ZnO thin films at different current densities corresponding to the optical dielectric constant.

Sample Crystallite size (nm) Grain size (nm) RMS(nm) Optical properties

XRD AFM AFM Bandgap (eV) Refractive index (n) Optical constant (ε1)

ZnO 23 30.78 8.35 3.25 2.033a; 2.277b; 2.319c 4.133a; 5.185b; 5.378c

ZnO/Au 10 29 62.95 15.05 3.23 2.045a; 2.282b; 2.323c 4.184a; 5.207b; 5.396c

ZnO/Au 20 35 96.72 21.97 3.22 2.052a; 2.285b; 2.325c 4.209a; 5.221b; 5.406c

ZnO/Au 30 43 125.60 24.01 3.20 2.064a; 2.290b; 2.330c 4.260a; 5.244b; 5.429c

ZnO/Au 40 50 157.62 32.30 3.18 2.076a; 2.296b; 2.334c 4.311a; 5.272b; 5.447c

ZnO/Au 50 59 184.86 37.29 3.21 2.058a; 2.288b; 2.327c 4.235a; 5.235b; 5.415c

a Ravindra et al [80].
b Herve and Vandamme [81]
cGhosh et al. [82]

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144964.t001
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film. An increase in the surface roughness of the thin film is associated with a large volume to
size ratio, which is favorable for bio-analytical sensing applications.

Structural characterizations
Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis. The EDX spectrum of the fabri-

cated Au-sputtered ZnO thin film is shown in Fig 6A–6F. The EDX spectrum confirms the
presence of oxygen (O) and zinc (Zn) in the pure ZnO sample, as shown in Fig 6A. The Au
peak along with the Zn and O peaks in the Au-sputtered ZnO thin film increased as the doping
thickness varied from 10 to 40 nm (Fig 6B–6E). However, when the doping increased to 50 nm
thickness, the Zn peak disappeared, thus suggesting the formation of a continuous film due to
the accumulation of AuNPs throughout the surface (Fig 6F). Furthermore, this result demon-
strates the absence of other impurities in the prepared sample.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out to examine
the crystal quality, size, orientation and morphology of the fabricated Au-sputtered ZnO thin
film nanostructure. Fig 7A shows a typical XRD pattern of the as-synthesized ZnO thin film
coated on the silicon substrate. Fig 7A shows the XRD pattern of the ZnO thin films with vari-
ous Au thicknesses (10–50 nm). As shown in Fig 7A, the XRD spectra of the Au-sputtered
ZnO thin film nanocomposite were compared to that of a pure ZnO thin film. The diffraction
peaks corresponding to Au and ZnO were in agreement with those reported in the Joint Com-
mittee on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) reference spectra (No. 36–1451) for standard
ZnO and (No. 65–2879) bulk Au, which indicates that the obtain spectra are in good agreement
with the standard JCPDS data cards. The obtained XRD patterns exhibited reflection peaks at

Fig 6. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectra Au sputtered ZnO. The elemental compositions were investigated by EDX. The EDX images of ZnO thin films
sputtered with different thicknesses of Au (a) 0 nm, (b) 10 nm, (c) 20 nm (d) 30 nm, (e) 40 nm and (f) 50 nm.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144964.g006
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32.90° (002). Fig 7Ai can be indexed to the hexagonal wurtzite phase of a ZnO nanostructure
[27,49]. Interestingly, two additional diffraction peaks were observed in Fig 7Aii–7Avi com-
pared to the spectra of the pure wurtzite ZnO nanocrystals (Fig 7Ai). The diffraction peaks
located at 38.27° and 44.49° were assigned to the (111) and (200) diffraction lines, respectively,
which were indexed to the face-centered cubic Au structure [19,50]. This result is in good
agreement with the results observed by HRTEM. Here, the (002) reflection appeared to be
dominant for all of the samples which suggests that the sol-gel coated ZnO thin film nanostruc-
ture preferred anisotropic growth along the [1] direction of the substrate [51]. The observed
diffraction peak corresponding to Au (111) and (200) exhibits gradual broadening with sharp-
ening of the increased peak intensity as the Au thickness increased (10 to 50 nm). The Au peak
(111), which is shown in Fig 7A, increased in intensity, which indicates significant growth of
the Au grain size due to the increasing Au thickness and Ostwald ripening. Ostwald ripening
also contributes to the high interatomic forces that occur at larger Au thicknesses [29,52]. The
sharp and narrow shape of the peaks indicate that the Au-sputtered ZnO nanocomposites have
good crystalline quality. The crystallite domain sizes of the ZnO thin film nanostructure and
the AuNPs, which were estimated from the broadening of the XRD peaks for these samples,
are listed in Table 1. The obtained FWHM value for the ZnO thin film sputtered with increas-
ing Au thicknesses decreased, which indicates that the crystallinity of the Au-sputtered ZnO
thin film improved gradually. Therefore, the grain size of the hybrid ZnO/Au thin film
increased when the thin film contained a thicker AuNP layer. As the AuNPs were sputtered
onto the ZnO thin film, lattice expansion occurred due to the higher ionic radius of Au
(0.85 Å) compared with that of Zn2+ (0.74 Å), which resulted in expansion of the lattice bond
length and an increase in the grain size of the Au-sputtered ZnO thin films [53,54]. This result
indicates that the Au-sputtered ZnO nanocomposites, which were prepared with various Au
thicknesses (10–50 nm), exhibited changes in their lattice behavior.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis. XPS studies was performed to investi-
gate the elemental composition and chemical state of the elements present in the outmost layer

Fig 7. Structural characterizations of Au sputtered ZnO. (a) Structural and grain size analysis of a ZnO thin film matrix. X-ray diffraction analyses of the
ZnO thin films sputtered with different thicknesses of Au. (b) Survey scan of the XPS core level spectra for the Au sputtered ZnO nanocomposites. The
presence of carbon (C), oxygen (O), zinc (Zn), and gold (Au) were observed in from Au sputtered ZnO thin films without any impurities.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144964.g007
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of the Au-sputtered ZnO thin films. The wide XPS survey scan contains photoelectron peaks
corresponding to carbon (C), oxygen (O), zinc (Zn), and gold (Au) in the Au-sputtered ZnO
thin films without any impurities (Fig 7B). The binding energies are calibrated within an accu-
racy of 0.1 eV using C1s (284.6 eV). The corresponding O (O1s), Au (Au4d and Au4f) and Zn,
Zn2p XPS spectra that were acquired from the Au-sputtered ZnO thin films and the wide scan
are shown in Fig 8A–8D. As shown in Fig 8A, the Zn 2p XPS spectra contain two peaks corre-
sponding to Zn 2p3/2 and Zn 2p1/2, which correlate to binding energies of 1022.63 eV and
1045.83 eV due to the Zn2+ valance state [55–57]. The observed Zn 2p binding energy for the
Au-sputtered ZnO thin film exhibits a slightly positive shift of ΔEzn = 1.13 eV compared to the
corresponding value for elemental Zn (1021.5 eV) [30,58]. This result indicated that Zn and
Au interacted to form a compound due to the structural defects and oxygen vacancies in ZnO.
Furthermore, the observed binding energy for Zn 2p revealed the nature of the oxidation state
of Zn, and no metallic Zn was observed. Fig 8B shows the core level XPS spectra of Au 4f and
Zn 3p. The binding energies at 83.75, 87.45 and 88.2 eV correspond to Au 4f7/2, 4f5/2 and Zn

Fig 8. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data showing binding energy. (a) Zinc, Zn 2p (b) gold, Au 4f (c) gold, Au 4d and (d) oxygen, O1s electrons.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144964.g008
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3p3/2, respectively. The variation in the Au 4f7/2 binding energy compared to that of bulk Au
(84.0 eV) confirmed the strong electronic interaction between the AuNPs and ZnO [59,60]. Fig
8C shows the core level XPS spectrum of Au 4d for the ZnO/Au-30 thin film. The observed
spectrum indicated that the binding energy at 335.87 eV corresponded to spin-orbit spitting of
the Au 4d5/2 ground state, and the excited state of Au 4d3/2, which corresponds to Au0+, was
observed at approximately 354.09 eV [30]. The core level binding energies corresponding to
O1s in the with Gaussian-fitted XPS spectrum for the ZnO/Au-30 thin film are shown in Fig
8D. O1s consists of a broad peak, which was resolved into three peaks located at ~529.56,
531.30 and 532.72 eV. The binding energy peak in the O1s spectrum at 532.72 eV was due to
loosely bound oxygen molecules (OC) from the ambient atmosphere, which can be easily
adsorbed onto the ZnO thin films due to the large surface area–to-volume ratio of the ZnO
thin film nanostructures. The peaks centered at 529.56 eV (OV) and 531.30 eV (OL) correspond
to O2- ions on the wurtzite hexagonal structure and oxygen deficient regions within the ZnO
thin film matrix [61–64].

Optical characterizations
UV-Vis measurements. UV-Vis measurements of the Au-sputtered ZnO thin films pro-

vided optical transmission spectra, as shown in Fig 9A. ZnO, which is a semiconductor mate-
rial with a wide band gap, exhibited a strong transmission at a wavelength of 360–380 nm, as
shown in Fig 9A. Nevertheless, sputtering of AuNPs onto the ZnO thin films results in local-
ized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), which results in another transmission band in the
broad spectral range of 400–600 nm [65,66]. If the dimension wavelength of light is larger than
that of a metal nanoparticle, an electromagnetic wave is produced with a reverberant coherent
oscillation via a particular wavelength. The strong absorption of electromagnetic wave irradia-
tion at a corresponding wavelength resulting from the oscillation is known as SPR [67–69].
Therefore, the peak was intense at a high Au concentration, which can be observed in the
absorption curve and can be observed at a wavelength of 510–550 nm in Fig 9A. Moreover, the
optical absorption spectra confirmed that the shape of the AuNP is spherical based on the pres-
ence of a single peak [67]. According to the spectra shown in Fig 9A, the SPR peak at 510–550
nm displays the partial formation of AuNPs [70,71], since its size increases from 10 to 40 nm
caused the SPR trough to get deeper which suggests that at low sizes the NPs are beginning to
form, hence it showed partial formation, while at the larger sizes a full formation was seen. As
the amount of Au increased, the absorption edge shifted slightly (red shift). Therefore, as the
Au thickness increased, the band gap energy of the ZnO thin film decreased due to metal addi-
tion [29,67]. The band gap energy for the as-synthesized ZnO and Au-sputtered ZnO sample
was measured using a Tauc plot. The absorption coefficient (a) and the photon energy (hv)
defines the transition state (direct/indirect) during the absorption process. The following equa-
tion represents the optical absorption coefficient (a):

ahv ¼ Dðhv � EgÞn ð1Þ

where D is a constant, hv is the photon energy and Eg is the band gap between the conduction
and valence band. The probability of a transition highly influences the n-value, and for a direct
transition, the n values are ½ and 3/2. However, for an indirect transition, the n values are 2
and 3 [72,73]. The transition is directly allowed, and the plot of ahv as a function of hv is linear.
Estimation of the band gap energy is achieved by extrapolating the straight-line section to the
zero absorption coefficient (a = 0), as shown in Fig 9B. The estimated band gap energies are
listed in Table 1. The observed red shift in the spectra was due to AuNP agglomeration and
referred to as ‘Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR)’. This shift also indicates the
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strong interfacial coupling between Au and ZnO when Au and ZnO integration occurs. There-
fore, electron transfer from Au to ZnO occurs until the two systems achieve equilibrium due to
the difference in the work function of both systems. The confined LSPR and the contempora-
neous red shift indicate the growth of the AuNPs. Fig 9B is mainly due to the dopant effect of
Au. Both the Oxygen (O p) and the Gold (Au d) orbits have t2 symmetry in a tetrahedral envi-
ronment leading to a strong p-d coupling between them when the Au atom occupies the ZnO
site. This moved O 2p level up narrowed the band gap than that of undoped ZnO. As shown in
Fig 9B, the dopant effect of Au is the main factor, and the band edge of ZnO/Au is smaller than
that of ZnO. The similar result was observed by Naseri et al. and Tarwal et al., shown the
decrease in the band gap of the hybrid metal/semiconductor composite resultant from the
addition of metal dopant.

Fig 9. Optical characterizations of Au sputtered ZnO. (a) Au-sputtered ZnO thin films to evaluate their performance for UV transmission applications. (b)
Band gap observation of Au-sputtered ZnO nanocomposite thin film using a Tauc plot. (c) Photoluminescence spectra of ZnO thin films with different
thicknesses of Au sputtered on the ZnOmatrix. (d) Schematic illustration of the SPR effect and energy band alignment on the photoluminescence property of
Au-sputtered ZnO nanocomposite with different Au thicknesses.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144964.g009
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The measured band gap value of ZnO with Au incorporated is superior compared to that of
the as-synthesized ZnO. For ZnO semiconductors, the conduction band curves upwards, and
the valence band curves downwards. For an undoped material, the Fermi level is located in the
middle of the band gap. The donor states are formed just below the conduction band when
metal dopants are added. Similarly, in this study, Au from sputtering with an increasing thick-
ness from 10 to 40 nm exhibited a typical conduction band that curved upwards and a typical
valence band that curved downwards. Therefore, under irradiation with a longer wavelength
and with a smaller band gap, the electron-hole pair can be promoted. However, when the metal
doping was higher than 40 nm, the opposite shifts were observed (i.e., the conduction band
curved downwards and the valence band curved upwards) because the free electron properties
are manifested [67,74]. Assuming an increase in the carrier concentration, the Burstein-Moss
effect occurs, which explains the phenomenon where the conduction band becomes populated
because its lowest states are blocked [75–77]. The apparent band gap of a semiconductor
increases as the absorption edge is pushed to high energies, and the electron distribution
becomes degenerate in a highly doped semiconductor, which acts like a metal. Based on the
number of free electrons donated by the 50 nm thick Au film to ZnO; a sufficiently high num-
ber to cause the ZnO Fermi level to shift higher into the conduction band, thus exhibiting a
band gap widening i.e. Burstein-Moss effect [78,79]. Comparatively, below 50 nm thickness the
ZnO/Au hybrid is not a complete film but instead nanoparticles which limit the number of
available charge carriers. These samples showed a normal band gap narrowing with increasing
Au thickness, to a maximum of 40 nm. This was further proved by FESEM image illustrating
the formation of continuous film of AuNPs covering the surface of the ZnO thin film as the
sputtering thickness increased to 50 nm. Thus, the deterioration of the optical properties for 50
nm Au sputtering sample can be justified as Burstein-moss effect.

The refractive indices of the end-point compounds has been calculated and listed in Table 1.
The refractive indices are due to three different calculations as formulated by Ravindran et al.
[80], Herve and Vandamme [81], and Ghosh et al. [82] where all three formulations for ‘n’ are
different due the use of different approaches. The first one is a direct and linear function of
absorption and bandgap, the second is an empirical relation inspired from light refraction and
dispersion whilst the third is a modified version of the empirical second formulation by taking
account of band structure and the quantum dielectric approaches. Pending further experimen-
tal confirmation on the exact value of ‘n’ for this hybrid semiconductor-metal nanoparticle sys-
tem, all three formulations are being adhered to [20,83].

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements. To correlate the optical properties of Au-sput-
tered ZnO with bare ZnO thin films, PL analyses have been performed. Fig 9C shows the PL
characteristics manifested by bare ZnO and the Au-sputtered ZnO thin film. For the bare ZnO
nanorods, a weak near band edge UV emission located at 373 nm and a broad, strong green
emission peak at located 515 nm were observed. In ZnO, the band edge UV emissions were
defined as distinction feature emissions of ZnO nanostructures [84]. On the other hand, the
broad hump green emission corresponds to a structural defect, such as a Zn vacancy (Vzn)
and/or oxygen vacancy (Vo) [85,86]. When the bare ZnO sample was excited using the 325 nm
line of a continuous-wave He–Cd laser, only a few electrons reached the conduction band, and
a majority of the electrons were trapped in the defect level. Therefore, the electron in the defect
level readily recombined with the holes in the valence band of ZnO to produce a broad hump
in the visible emission [87,88]. During the formation of ZnO thin film, the incomplete oxida-
tion of Zn was due to insufficient amount of oxygen diffusion to the lattice lead to the forma-
tion of oxygen vacancies and relaxation of Zn interstitials. Therefore, the co-exist oxygen
vacancies and Zn interstitials responsible for the broad hump green emissions [84]. Moreover,
the intensity of the UV band emission was significantly reduced due to lower recombination of
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the electron-hole pairs from the conduction band. However, for the Au-sputtered ZnO thin
film sample, the band edge emission intensity increased substantially as the sputtering thick-
ness increased from 10 to 40 nm. In contrast, the green emission was significantly suppressed
to the noise level as the sputtering thickness increased from 10 to 50 nm. In general, the com-
plete suppression of the green emission and the increased band edge emission are related to the
presence of the noble metal (Au) in the semiconducting ZnO structure [28,89]. The energy
level of the defect states and the Fermi level of Au are very close to each other. Therefore, the
electron from the defect level of ZnO can be transferred to the surface plasmons of Au, which
significantly increased the electron density at the surface plasmons of Au. Consequently, the
surface plasmons of Au were excited, thereby promoting the electron to a higher energy state
than the conduction band of ZnO. Then, these electrons can be easily transferred back to the
conduction band of ZnO, which facilitates the radiative recombination of the electron-hole
pairs in the ZnO valance band [90–92]. Therefore, the recombination between redirected elec-
trons resulting in the enhancement of band-edge emissions intensity of Au-sputtered ZnO thin
film sample. The schematic illustration in Fig 9D shows the SPR mechanism of the photolumi-
nescence property with incorporation of a metal nanoparticle, such as Au. However, as the
sputtering thickness increased from 10 to 50 nm, the Au particles increased in size and formed
a continuous film. In this case, the adsorption process dominated over the scattering process.
Therefore, radiation of photons into free space was suppressed due to the non-radiative disper-
sion of the surface plasmon [23]. These indicate the removal of energy by surface plasmon
effect that acts by transferring the energy into other forms but not electromagnetic, hence
undetectable as a radiation. This phenomenon accounts for the attenuation of the light emis-
sion for ZnO/Au containing a 50-nm- thick AuNP layer.

Electrical characterizations
Impedance analysis. The effect of Au thickness onto ZnO film on impedance sensing per-

formances has neither been characterized nor experimentally proven. Hence, to investigate the
effect of the sputtered AuNP layers on the conduction mechanism, AC impedance spectro-
scopic analyses were performed. Fig 10A shows the Nyquist plot, which consists of the real (Z’)
and imaginary (Z”) parts of the complex impedance spectra for the Au-sputtered ZnO thin
films. These plots represent the relaxation times and resistance related to the bulk grain, grain
boundaries and electrode interfaces in the complex impedance plane. As shown in Fig 10A, the
total impedance (semicircle arc) of the film decreased as the thickness of the AuNP sputtering
increased (0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 nm). These variations were due to the grain sizes and dipole
dynamics [93,94]. During the annealing treatment, oxygen molecules from the ambient atmo-
sphere can be easily adsorbed onto the ZnO thin films due to the large surface area–to-volume
ratio of the ZnO thin film. These adsorbed oxygen molecules trap many electrons from the
conduction band of ZnO at grain boundary surfaces, which leads to an increase in the resis-
tance. Therefore, sufficient numbers of trapped electrons give rise to a strong electric field,
which affects the dipoles around the trap site resulting in the formation of spatial charges
[95,96]. Therefore, the observed impedance for bare ZnO is the highest. The ZnO thin film
that is sputtered with AuNP (10, 20, 30 and 40 nm) is a system in which the Fermi energy level
of ZnO is lower than that of Au. This energy-level disparity is due to the work function of ZnO
being higher (5.2–5.3 eV) than that of Au (5.1 eV), resulting in an electron transfer from Au to
ZnO until the two systems reach dynamic equilibrium [97,98]. The electron transfer leads to
an ohmic junction at the agglutination point due to a decrease in the ZnO depletion layer with
a higher conductivity, which results in a decrease in the impedance, as shown in Fig 10A
[19,99]. However, the opposite trend was observed for the 50 nm thick sputtered AuNP layer.
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When the sputtering thickness increased to 50 nm, the Au particles grew larger and formed a
continuous film, where the ohmic characteristic of the film exhibited rectifying characteristics.
In this case, the formation of a continuous film due to the 50 nm thickness led to the formation
of a metal-semiconductor junction that forms a Schottky barrier, as shown in the current to
voltage (I-V) results in Fig 10B [58,100]. This phenomenon accounts for the attenuated imped-
ance variation for the Au-sputtered ZnO after sputtering of a 50-nm-thick AuNP layer. Fur-
ther, AC conduction showed a slow increase in conductivity as frequency increases, however, it
saturates above 1 MHz, for all thicknesses (Fig 10C). Similarly, saturation plateau increases
with Au thickness, up to 40 nm, however, at 50 nm thickness the plateau drops which signify a
drop in conductivity, due to a widened bandgap, which makes it difficult for valence to conduc-
tion jump for carriers. These results confirm that the 40 nm AuNP coated sensor is the most
sensitive with the highest conductance as well as the maximum saturation current. AC conduc-
tion plots are in strong agreement with DC IV results, which show an ever linearly increasing

Fig 10. Electrical characterizations of Au sputtered ZnO. (a) Impedance spectra, (b) current to voltage (IV) behavior and (c) AC conduction plot of Au-
sputtered ZnO thin films with different Au thicknesses.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144964.g010
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trend with voltage. At 50 nm thickness however, the formation of a full film and total coverage
of ZnO shows a Schottky behaviour.

Conclusion
Incorporation of Au into a ZnO thin film resulted in changes in the surface morphology as well
as the optical and electrical behavior. The intensity of the surface roughness was enhanced as
the hybrid ZnO/Au grain size increased, which was confirmed by AFM observations. Signifi-
cant difference in the changes in the band gap of hybrid ZnO/Au were observed. The band gap
of the ZnO/Au hybrid thin film decreased as the Au thickness increased. Based on the obtained
PL results, the peak intensity in the visible region (green emission) decreased when a thicker
Au layer was incorporated onto ZnO. Based on the structural, optical and electrical analyses,
incorporation of Au substantially improves the host film. However, deterioration in the optical
properties of ZnO/Au hybrid thin film was observed when it contained a Au layer that was
thicker than 40 nm. In addition, an increase in the thickness of Au (>40 nm) sputtered onto
the hybrid ZnO/Au thin film resulted in changes in the electrical performance. The formation
of a Schottky barrier when sputtered with a 50 nm thick Au layer alters the n-type conduction
nature of ZnO towards p-type conduction based on I-V characterization. In conclusion, our
current study highlights the significance of rational engineering of ZnO/Au hybrid structures
for use as next generation biosensor systems, which could substantially improve the biomole-
cule-sensing capabilities. Additional research will provide new avenues of exploration and utili-
zation of robust ZnO/Au hybrid structures to harness their superior optical and electrical
properties for detection of biomolecules.
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